Photoprotection in Plants Involves a Change in Lutein 1 Binding Domain in the Major Light-harvesting Complex of Photosystem II*
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Nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) is the fundamental process by which plants exposed to high light intensities divert the potentially harmful excess energy as heat. Recently, it has been shown that efficient energy dissipation can be induced in the major light-harvesting complexes of photosystem II (LHCCI) in the absence of protein-protein interactions. Spectroscopic measurements on these samples (LHCCI gels) in the quenched state revealed specific alterations in the absorption and circular dichroism bands assigned to neoxanthin and lutein 1 molecules. In this work, we investigate the changes in conformation of the pigments involved in NPQ using resonance Raman spectroscopy. By selective excitation we show that, as well as the twisting of neoxanthin that has been reported previously, the lutein 1 pigment also undergoes a significant change in conformation when LHCCI switches to the energy dissipative state. Selective two-photon excitation of carotenoïd (Car) dark states (Car $S_1$) performed on LHCCI gels shows that the extent of electronic interactions between Car $S_1$ and chlorophyll states correlates linearly with chlorophyll fluorescence quenching, as observed previously for isolated LHCCI (aggregated versus trimeric) and whole plants (with versus without NPQ).

The photosynthetic process starts with the absorption of incoming solar photons by specialized pigment-protein complexes. In plants, light energy is absorbed by the two multisubunit protein–cofactor complexes, photosystem I (PSI)3 and photosystem II (PSII), and the excitation energy is efficiently transferred to their reaction centers where photochemistry takes place. When these organisms are in low light environments, the process of light energy collection is extremely efficient. However, this process is regulated when the incoming light energy is above that which can be used in electron transport. In these latter conditions, the light-harvesting antenna is able to switch into a photoprotective mode, dissipating the excess energy as heat (1–3). This regulatory mechanism is measured as nonphotochemical quenching of chlorophyll (Chl) fluorescence (NPQ). In higher plants NPQ is a multicomponent process whose major component is called $qE$ (energy-dependent quenching) (4), dependent upon the formation of the proton gradient ($\Delta pH$) across the thylakoid membrane (which itself results from photosynthetic activity) (5). $qE$ is facilitated by the deepoxidation of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin in the xanthophyll cycle (6). The PsbS protein also plays a crucial role in this process, possibly acting as a pH sensor (7, 8). A key characteristic of the $qE$ process is that it is induced in seconds and thus cannot involve de novo protein synthesis, but rather corresponds to a reorganization of the existing photosynthetic architecture.

In the past decade a large amount of work has been performed to gain insight in the molecular mechanism(s) underlying this process, and several hypotheses have been put forward (9–12). Among these, it was in particular proposed that excitation energy quenching during $qE$ involves charge transfer and would result from the formation of a carotenoid (Car) cation/Chl anion pair, which dissipates the excitation energy upon recombination to the ground state (10, 11, 13). Formation of a radical cation was reported in the reconstituted minor antenna complexes as well as in thylakoid membranes, but not in puri-
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fied LHCII complexes, suggesting that the former proteins house the quenching site(s). However, other results suggest that this is not the case and that the quenching site is in LHCII. For instance, Bode et al. have observed a direct correlation between electronic Car S1-Chl interactions and quenching properties in both isolated LHCII and entire plants. The linear correlation observed between the Car S1-Chl a interactions in LHCII with NPQ indicates that the Car S1 state is involved in qE and, according to these results, the quenching results from a short lived Car-Chl excited state (9, 14). Recently, Holzwarth et al. have suggested that Cars are not directly involved in qE (15); rather, they propose that quenching in LHCII aggregates involves the formation of a Chl-Chl charge transfer state, characterized by weak far-red fluorescence emission (16). It was further proposed that qE may involve both quenching in LHCII aggregates and also at a separate site involving the PSI core and minor antenna complexes (12).

We originally proposed that trimeric LHCII is the site of qE (9, 17, 18) and that the formation of the quenching site involves a conformational change within this complex. Indeed, reversible fluorescence red shifts (up to 75 nm) have recently been observed in single trimeric LHCII complexes and were explained in terms of specific conformational dynamics of the protein scaffold (19). The conformational change is revealed by resonance Raman spectroscopy, a powerful and selective vibrational technique that gives access to the fine structure of photosynthetic chromophores. These conformational changes involve an alteration in Chl-protein interactions as well as in the planarity of the LHCII-bound neoxanthin (Neo) carotenoid. In isolated LHCII, the amplitude of the signal revealing this Neo structural change correlates linearly with the extent of quenching (9). Furthermore, the same signal was observed in intact chloroplasts and leaves after NPQ induction, and the correlation with the extent of quenching was maintained in these in vivo samples. The formation of NPQ is also associated with certain absorption changes that have been suggested to reflect a conformational change in LHCII, brought about by its protonation. The light — dark recovery absorption difference spectrum is characterized by a series of positive and negative bands, the best-known of which is ΔA535 (20). Using resonance Raman the origin of ΔA535 was shown to be a sub-population of red-shifted zeaxanthin molecules (21). In the absence of zeaxanthin (and antheraxanthin) a proportion of NPQ remains and the ΔA535 change is blue-shifted to 525 nm (ΔA525) (22). Using the Raman technique we have shown recently that the ΔA525 absorption change in Arabidopsis thaliana leaves lacking zeaxanthin belongs to a red-shifted sub-population of violaxanthin molecules formed during NPQ (23).

Transient absorption spectroscopy applied to purified LHCII in the aggregated, quenched state, has provided evidence that the pathway for energy dissipation may involve energy transfer from Chl a to the S1 excited state of Lutein 1 (Lut1). The short lifetime of this Car S1 state would ensure the efficient dissipation of the excitation energy into heat (9).

Because no consensus has yet been found to explain the molecular mechanism of qE, it is clear that further studies are needed to solve the present controversy. The quenching mechanism in LHCII has recently been investigated using a different approach, involving a newly developed system where the protein is immobilized in a gel matrix. Quenching could be induced in isolated LHCII trimers without protein aggregation, indicating that aggregation per se is not the cause of excitation energy quenching, thus supporting the conclusion that quenching is rather due to a protein conformational change (24). Direct and formal evidence of such a conformational change was provided by resonance Raman spectroscopy. This method revealed perturbation in the environments of Neo and Chl b, two chromophores that are not directly involved in the process of energy quenching (9, 18, 25). If the Lut1 molecule is indeed directly involved in the quenching mechanism one would predict that a conformational change in LHCII would modify its structure, thereby tuning its electronic properties and/or its interactions with nearby pigments. In this work, we address the reorganization of the Lut1 binding domain upon induction of quenching in LHCII using resonance Raman spectroscopy and discuss the mechanistic implications for NPQ.

### EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

**LHCII Isolation**—LHCII from wild-type (WT) Arabidopsis and the npq2 mutant was isolated from unstacked thylakoid membranes according to the method described by Ruban et al. (26), with the exception that n-dodecyl α-D-maltoside was used rather than n-dodecyl β-D-maltoside, at a final concentration of 20 mM. LHCII was desalted in a PD10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) with a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.8) and 0.03% (w/v) n-dodecyl α/β-D-maltoside. Quenched LHCII was prepared by removal of detergent using SM-2 bioabsorbent beads (Bio-Rad), allowing for a 6-fold reduction in fluorescence yield as determined by a PAM-101 fluorometer (Heinz Walz). LHCII gel preparation and induction of quenching were performed as described previously (24).

**Pigment Analysis**—Pigment composition was determined by reverse-phase HPLC, using a LiChrospher 100 RP-18 column (Merck) and a Dionex Summit chromatography system, as described previously (27). The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 1. Chl concentration was determined according to the method of Porra et al. (28).

**Resonance Raman Spectroscopy**—Low temperature (77 K) resonance Raman spectra were obtained in a helium flow cryostat (Air Liquide) using a Jobin-Yvon U1000 Raman spectro-

### TABLE 1

**Photoprotective Structural Changes in Lut1 Site of LHCII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LHCII</th>
<th>Neo</th>
<th>Vio</th>
<th>Ant</th>
<th>Lut</th>
<th>Zea</th>
<th>Car/Chl</th>
<th>Chl a/b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>61 ± 1.1 (0.89 ± 0.01)</td>
<td>12 ± 1.6 (0.18 ± 0.02)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>132 ± 2.6 (1.97 ± 0.03)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>npq2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>131 ± 4.2 (1.87 ± 0.05)</td>
<td>45 ± 6.6 (0.65 ± 0.09)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trimeric LHCII was prepared from WT and npq2 Arabidopsis plants (see “Experimental Procedures”). Data are mmol of Car/mol of Chl a + b, expressed as means ± S.E. from four replicates. Values in parentheses represent the Car content per monomer of protein (molar ratio), considering that one monomer has 14 Chls (8 Chl a and 6 Chl b) (as in ref. 33). Vio, violaxanthin; Ant, antheraxanthin; Lut, lutein; Zea, zeaxanthin; Neo, neoxanthin.
photometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device detector (Spectrum One, Jobin-Yvon) (29). Excitation was provided by a Coherent Argon laser (Innova 100; 488.0, 496.5, 501.7 nm) and a Liconix helium-cadmium laser (441.6 nm). The choice of these wavelengths was determined by the absorption maxima of the pigments derived from low temperature absorption spectra, as described by Ruban et al. (30).

Two-photon Spectroscopy—The details of this method have been described in Ref. 14. Briefly, a 1188-nm excitation is used for the two-photon excitation of Cars in LHCII, with careful rejection of visible light from the signal beam, to avoid one-photon excitation of Chls. This excitation was steered into a confocal setup and focused, and two-photon fluorescence was detected by an ultrafast photodiode connected to a lock-in amplifier (EG&G, Dumberry). For one-photon excitation of LHCII, a conventional Pulse Amplitude Modulation fluorometer (FMS1, Hansatech) (PAM) was integrated into the confocal setup, using a beam of 594 nm to excite LHCII Chls directly.

Fluorescence was measured on the same spot for both two-photon and one-photon excitation, thus, allowing the determination of changes in electronic interaction between Cars and Chls in different quenched states. To avoid collection of the fluorescence more than once from the same spot of the LHCII gels, a homemade rotating device supporting the gels was used.

RESULTS

Evidence for Lut1 Changes in Quenched LHCII—As stated above, no Raman evidence of lutein structural changes in LHCII upon quenching has been reported up to now. However, selectivity between the different LHCII Cars cannot be fully achieved in resonance Raman due to their overlapping absorption bands (note that the absorption maxima of Lut1 and Neo are only 7 nm apart, at 495 and 488 nm, respectively; Ref. 30). Because the magnitude of any Raman changes seen is directly related to the extent of the Car structural change involved, the large Neo distortion occurring upon quenching could impair the observation of any lutein changes, if they are smaller. We therefore studied LHCII from the npq2 mutant of Arabidopsis plants, which lack Neo (Table 1). Excitation at 488 nm favors contributions of Neo in WT LHCII (30). Using this excitation, spectra of the WT complexes display fingerprint bands of the 9-cis configuration of Neo molecules, at 1135, 1203, and 1215 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 1, black trace (31)). In spectra of npq2 LHCII at the same excitation, these bands are missing (Fig. 1, gray trace; see also the WT – npq2 difference spectrum, dashed trace).

In the \(\nu_3\) region of resonance Raman spectra, between 900 and 1000 cm\(^{-1}\), bands arising from C-H out-of-plane wagging modes contribute to the spectrum. For strictly planar Car molecules, these modes are not coupled with the \(S_0\)–\(S_2\) transition, and thus bands in this region of the spectrum are extremely weak. However, these bands may gain in intensity when the molecules are distorted around C-C bonds, so they constitute reliable markers of the Car configuration (29). In resonance Raman spectra of LHCII from npq2 plants, bands at 956, 966, and 971 cm\(^{-1}\) clearly gain intensity (Fig. 2) when these complexes are quenched, and the change is most pronounced when 496.5-nm excitation was used (Fig. 2B). In the absence of Neo in these samples, this indicates that one lutein undergoes a small but significant change in configuration and that the lutein involved is the blue-absorbing one (495 nm), i.e. Lut1.

Do These Changes Exist in WT LHCII?—A change in the Lut1 configuration is thus observed upon quenching in LHCII purified from npq2 plants. However, it could be argued that this change might only occur when Neo is not present, due to perturbation of the protein structure caused by an empty binding locus.

Lutein Changes in Aggregated WT LHCII—To test whether the changes in lutein configuration occur also when Neo is present, we repeated these experiments on aggregated LHCII isolated from WT Arabidopsis plants. Fig. 3A displays the aggregation-induced differences in Car spectra attributable to Neo, which peak at 488.0 nm excitation and still dominate the differential traces at redder excitations (496.5 and 501.7 nm). As discussed above, this is why it has been difficult to ascertain the presence of changes in lutein structure prior to this report. Nevertheless, as the Neo bands lose intensity at the higher excitation wavelengths, smaller additional bands are indeed seen in the differences (Fig. 3A) which may correspond to those observed in the absence of Neo (see Fig. 2). However, these features only represent minor contributions, and their exact frequencies are difficult to determine under the stronger Neo bands. Because the dominating bands from Neo are maximal at this Car absorption maximum, i.e. at 488.0 nm, while at longer wavelengths these contributions diminish but should not be shifted in frequency to any large extent, it is possible to extract the additional (non-Neo) bands by calculating double differences between the difference spectra. Thus, the traces \(\Delta_{496.5} - \Delta_{488}\) and \(\Delta_{496.5} - \Delta_{501.7}\), calculated with an arbitrary normalization factor designed to minimize the dominating Neo bands, give an approximation of the underlying spectral differences peaking at 496.5 nm. Surprisingly, the results are very similar, apart from a slight up-shift of the \(\Delta_{496.5} - \Delta_{488}\) (black trace)
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with respect to $\Delta_{496.5} - \Delta_{501.7}$ (gray trace) (Fig. 3B). Both double-difference spectra show the same bands as present in the single-difference spectra for npq2 samples, in the absence of Neo (i.e. 955, 966, and 971 cm$^{-1}$; see Fig. 2). This is a very good indication that we have successfully isolated the differential bands of Lut1, peaking at 496.5 nm ((0,0) transition of Lut1 is at 495 nm as in Ref. 30) and confirms the distortion of this pigment upon aggregation-induced quenching of LHCII.

Quenching in LHCII Gels—It has recently been shown that quenching can be produced in LHCII trimers in the absence of aggregation (24). This LHCII gel system has two advantages over aggregated LHCII for studying the quenching mechanism: the lack of aggregation results in samples of better optical quality because light scattering is almost entirely absent, and the samples can be quenched easily and to a greater extent. Thus, it should be possible to obtain better quality difference spectra for the observed changes in Lut1 even in the presence of Neo by using this new gel system. However, the structural changes associated with this aggregation-free quenching mechanism have not yet been characterized. It is therefore necessary to verify that the same structural mechanism is responsible for quenching in the gel system before using it to characterize further the structural changes involved.

Resonance Raman experiments were therefore performed on LHCII embedded in gels, at several excitations. 488.0 nm excitation favors Neo contributions, and, upon aggregation-induced quenching, or in LHCII crystals (33) (where LHCII are always quenched; Refs. 18, 47), a strong resonance Raman sig-
nal in the $\nu_4$ is observed, indicating that Neo undergoes a change in configuration. Fig. 4A shows the same $\nu_4$ region for 488.0 nm excitation of LHCII gels in different quenching states (see figure legend for details). The spectrum of the unquenched LHCII gel (red trace) shows two typical bands at 955 and 964 cm$^{-1}$, as observed previously for trimeric LHCII in solution (9, 18, 25). Upon induction of fluorescence quenching the enhancement of several vibrational modes is observed, the most prominent being the 953 cm$^{-1}$ band. The increase in this vibrational mode relative to 964 cm$^{-1}$ has previously been used to quantify the distortion of the Neo molecule, and this parameter was found to be linearly related to the quenching strength in aggregated LHCII as well as in vivo (9). For the quenched LHCII gels measured here, the same linear relationship is observed (Fig. 4B).

Comparison of the resonance Raman signal of LHCII trimers and aggregates at 441.6 nm excitation, which favors Chl $b$ contributions, has shown that the formyl group of at least one Chl $b$ (and possibly two) enters into a stronger interaction with its environment upon aggregation-induced quenching. This strong H bond was also observed in quenched LHCII in crystals (18). Again, the same changes are observed when quenching is induced in LHCII gels (Fig. 5). Upon quenching, a 1639 cm$^{-1}$ band gains intensity, indicating the presence of strongly interacting formyl groups which, in unquenched samples, were free from interactions. The full width at half maximum of this additional band (6–7 cm$^{-1}$) represents a high degree of homogeneity in bonding strength for this new H bond in the quenched state, indicating an interaction that is tightly controlled by the protein (Raman bands of single populations are usually approximately 13 cm$^{-1}$ full width at half maximum in biological samples) (25, 34). Note that this was again the case for aggregation-induced quenching and in quenched LHCII crystals (18, 25, 47).

Several studies have provided evidence that electronic interactions between Car $S_1$ and Chls may play a key role in the dissipation of excess excitation energy (3, 9, 35). To test the involvement of the Car $S_1$ state in the quenching process in LHCII gels, two-photon excitation spectroscopy was performed, similar to that reported in Ref. 14 on LHCII trimers, aggregates, and whole plants. According to optical selection rules, direct electronic transition from $S_0$ to $S_1$ is forbidden, but this transition is, however, two-photon allowed (36, 37), and energy transfer from the $S_1$ state of carotenoid to Chl can thus be probed by Chl fluorescence upon two-photon excitation. Comparing two-photon Chl fluorescence with fluorescence upon direct one-photon Chl excitation allows quantification of the electronic interaction between Cars and Chls (38). In isolated LHCII, as well as in intact plants, this interaction corre-
lates linearly with fluorescence quenching (14, 39, 40). In Fig. 6 this correlation is shown for LHCII gels at various different quenching levels (see legend). Here, $k_d$ was calculated from the fluorescence measured with a PAM fluorometer (as described under “Experimental Procedures”), where $F_{ung}$ and $F_q$ are fluorescence intensities of unquenched and quenched samples, respectively.

$$
k_d = \frac{F_{ung}}{F_q} - 1 \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}
$$

This linear correlation confirms that quenching in LHCII in the absence of aggregation shares the same properties and that it thus involves the same mechanism(s) as for aggregation-induced quenching.

We have thus established that quenching in the LHCII gel system has all of the same spectral characteristics as that in aggregation-induced quenching, and so we can now use this system to investigate the changes in Lut1 structure further. The $\nu_s$ region of resonance Raman spectra obtained with excitation at 496.5 and 501.7 nm of unquenched and quenched LHCII complexes in gels are displayed in Fig. 7, B and C, along with their associated quenched $-$ unquenched differences. The 488 nm spectra are also plotted for comparison, together with the associated difference spectrum (Fig. 7A, taken from Fig. 4). The fingerprint of Neo distortion is again present at 496.5 nm excitation (Fig. 7A) and is still strong at 496.5 nm (Fig. 7B). However, at 501.7 nm (Fig. 7C) this Neo contribution is reduced significantly, and as a result the emergence of the three new bands at 955, 966, and 973 cm$^{-1}$ is clearly seen. Note that at 496.5 nm, these bands can also be observed, on top of the dominant Neo contributions (951, 958, and 968 cm$^{-1}$) indicated by arrows. These new bands, which correspond exactly to those observed in the LHCII aggregation experiments (though less clearly in the presence of Neo), must reflect the distortion of the same Car, i.e. Lut1 (Lut 620 from the crystal structure of Liu et al.; Ref. 33).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we have shown that, along with the known changes in pigment configuration that accompany fluorescence quenching in aggregates of LHCII complexes (involving Neo, Chl $a$, and Chl $b$) (9, 18, 25), there is also a change in the Lut1 binding domain. Lut1 undergoes a distortion during the transition of LHCII into the quenched state. We also show here that LHCII quenching in the absence of protein aggregation, in a recently developed gel system (24), displays all of the spectral signatures observed previously in LHCII aggregates. This indicates that fluorescence quenching in the LHCII gels occurs by the same mechanism(s) as aggregation-induced quenching. The absence of scattering artifacts in this new model system results in spectra of much higher quality, allowing us to confirm the small but significant changes in Raman signature of the Lut1 molecule.

The structural change in Lut1 may reflect its specific activation by the LHCII conformational change as the excitation energy quencher, either by increasing Chl $a$–Lut1 coupling interactions (14, 41) or by mediating more efficient energy transfer from Chl $a$ to the Lut1 $S_1$ state (9), or both. Alternatively, the twisting of Lut1 observed here could alter its excited state properties influencing the likelihood of energy transfer between Chl $a$ and the Lut1 $S_1$ state (42). Indeed, spectral changes in the terminal emitter chlorophylls, a610, a611, and a612, that lie in van-der-Waals contact with Lut1 (33), have also been observed during quenching in isolated LHCII and *in vivo*
Early work on xanthophyll biosynthetic mutants of Arabidopsis lacking lutein showed that the absence of this pigment reduced NPQ by ~30% (45). In these lutein-deficient plants, lutein is replaced at the Lut1 and Lut2 sites by a mixture of violaxanthin, antheraxanthin, and zeaxanthin that, unlike the “normal” xanthophyll cycle pigments in the WT were not available for (de-)epoxidation (45, 46). Lokstein et al. thus argued that, because zeaxanthin was known to be important for NPQ, the lack of any increase in the capacity for NPQ in these mutants indicated that the xanthophylls in the Lut1 and Lut2 sites are not directly involved in quenching (46). They postulated that the decrease in NPQ capacity in the lutein mutants was in fact due to the modified structure of LHCII (46). However, this interpretation neglects the fact that such structural changes may negatively affect the interactions between the xanthophyll bound at the Lut1 site and the terminal emitter chlorophylls. Thus, zeaxanthin may actually be a weaker quencher than lutein at this site, explaining the reduction in NPQ in the lutein-deficient plants.

Alternatively, it is possible that the structural changes in Lut1, and indeed those previously reported in Neo (9, 18, 25), Chl b (18, 25), zeaxanthin (21) and violaxanthin (23) may simply reflect the conformational change in the LHCII that engage Chl-Chl quenching interactions as suggested by Holzwarth and co-workers (15, 16). Indeed, in such an interpretation the disrupted LHCII structure in mutants lacking lutein could directly affect the Chl-Chl interactions resulting in the observed reduction in NPQ.

Irrespective of whether xanthophylls are directly involved in the quenching mechanism, the observed changes in Lut1 contribute to our growing knowledge of the microscopic alterations in LHCII conformation that occur upon transition to the quenched state. Our growing insight into the finer details of these changes will allow us to form a more complete picture of how and why changes in LHCII conformation result in quenching.
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